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Future Pathways for Action for
Climate Empowerment
How to direct future eﬀorts relating to ACE to
eﬀectively contribute to the ultimate objective
of the UNFCCC

What is ACE?
●

Article 6
UNFCCC

●

Article 12 Paris
agreement

Project Creation
●

ACE implementation
facilitated through
UNFCCC work programs

●

Doha Work Program
terminates in 2020

●

Project commissioned by
sustainable development
practitioners

Climate Envoy for the
Ministry of economic
aﬀairs and Climate

Youth Representatives
on Sustainable
Development to the UN

Project goals
●

Conceptualization

●

Evaluation

●

Developing Strategy
&
Recommendations

“A ship in harbor is safe,
but that is not what ships are built for”
John A. Shedd

Competing Narratives in Climate Governance

Competing narratives in climate governance
Neoliberal
Narrative

Democratization
Narrative
- Participation
- Inclusiveness
- Accountability
Focus on citizens' rights to education,
access to information, and participation
in environmental decision
making

-

- Self-awareness
Climate consciousness
- Voluntary action

Focus on education, access to information
and participation as a source
of inspiration and awareness
raising

Narrative-based meaning of key concepts of ACE
Empowerment

Democratization Focus

Neoliberal Focus

Structural inclusion of (marginalized)
citizens to participate in climate
policy decision-making, enhance
deliberative processes and foster
accountability

Enable individuals to take climate
action in their own life to become
climate conscious consumers and
responsible actors in their own
community

Examples of Unbalanced ACE Implementation

Main focus on education:
Country Submission by Gabon on behalf
of African Group of Negotiators:
“ACE is fundamental for the long term
transformation to a carbon neutral
lifestyle, requiring everyone to get on
board with solutions and take climate
action on the ground”

Why do these countries
promote a change towards
carbon neutral lifestyles,
while they have some of the
lowest per capita emissions?

Follow through

YOUNGO ACE working
group

EU ACE group of
negotiators

UNFCCC secretariat

Impact & Roadmap
20/10/20:
Finish ACE
policy brief

31/09/20:
Start ACE
project

2021:
SB52

1-12/11/21:
COP26

Questions?

